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Bryan Robert Benson

A second woman has come forward alleging that she
was the victim of inappropriate sexual conduct by a 25-
year-old Anderson police officer Bryan Benson, who’s
accused of raping a woman outside his patrol car.

The 28-year-old woman, whose identity is being withheld
by the Record Searchlight because she’s the victim of
an earlier alleged rape, was interviewed by Redding
police on Wednesday, Anderson Police Capt. Robert
Kirvin said today.

“She’s not alleging he (Benson) raped her or did
anything to her physically,” but what she alleges was nonetheless inappropriate,
Kirvin said.

Kirvin declined to elaborate, citing the ongoing nature of the criminal investigation
being handled by the Redding Police Department. His office has opened its own
internal investigation.

A message left today for Benson’s Gold River attorney, Steve Palazzo, wasn’t
returned. Benson was released Wednesday from the Shasta County jail after posting
$500,000 bail.

Kirvin confirmed the woman is the alleged victim in a rape case in Tehama County
last month.
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The woman’s father, who isn’t being named to protect his daughter’s identity, said in
an interview with the Record Searchlight today that Benson made inappropriate
advances toward her last month after she reported being raped and kidnapped by her
ex-boyfriend.

Her ex-boyfriend, Rodney Franklin French, 28, was arrested on May 15 by Tehama
County sheriff’s deputies.

Tehama County Sheriff Clay Parker has said that three days before deputies tracked
him down and arrested him, French kidnapped the 28-year-old woman, took her to a
rural area about 20 miles west of Red Bluff, threatened to beat her with a rock, then
raped her.

Following the alleged sexual assault, sheriff’s investigators said, French forced the
woman to drive him back to the Anderson area.

When they arrived, she allegedly told investigators, he grabbed the keys from the
vehicle and ran away.

Parker has said the woman didn’t report the assault until the next day when her
relatives took her to the Redding hospital where she was treated for the injuries she
suffered in the alleged attack.

Her father said it took a day for her to report the attack for good reason.

She was terrified of both her boyfriend and Benson, one of the two officers who
responded to the call after French fled, her father said.

The father said that after French ran away, his daughter didn’t have a cell phone, so
she flagged down a passerby, who called police.

Two officers, Benson and Officer Matthew Goodwin, arrived at the scene in separate
cars, the father said.

Benson asked his daughter to get in the car and he drove her along Deschutes and
Balls Ferry roads, he said.

Benson had called the father to tell him that someone was going to stop by his
Redding home to pick up a spare set of keys for the car.

“I told him, ‘No, I’ll bring them down,’” the father said.

During their drive, Benson repeatedly asked the young woman to have sex with him,
but she said no, the father alleges.

Benson refused to listen to her as she tried to tell him about the alleged rape, the
father said.

It was only when she screamed that her father was waiting for them that Benson
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relented, the father said.

They returned to the car.

“When I went down there, I waited for 45 minutes for him to return with my kid,” the
father said. “After he zooms off, I said, ‘What’s going on.’ She said, ‘Dad, dad I just
want to go home.’”

She had confided the attack, but not the allegations about Benson, the next day to
her mother, who took her to Shasta Regional Medical Center.

Tehama County sheriff’s deputies said they arrested French after evidence confirmed
her kidnapping and rape.

French is being held in the Tehama County jail in lieu of $220,000 bail. He’s pleaded
not guilty.

The woman’s father said she initially was hesitant to discuss Benson’s inappropriate
advances with Tehama County investigators, but she did so this week after the
allegations against Benson came out in news reports.

“He threatened her if she told anybody,” the father said.

Kirvin said Tehama County deputies yesterday contacted Anderson police to report
the woman’s claims.

She was interviewed by a Redding police detective Wednesday and her allegations
were recorded, Kirvin said.

Kirvin said his office has opened a separate internal investigation into the new
allegations.

Anderson police investigators also have requested the interview tapes from Redding
police, Kirvin said.

Redding Police Chief Peter Hansen declined to discuss the new allegations. Tehama
County Sheriff Clay Parker didn’t return a message left today at his office.

Benson pleaded not guilty at his arraignment Wednesday to charges of rape by force
of fear, sexual battery, kidnapping, bribery and assault by a public official.

Benson is accused of raping a woman outside his unmarked squad car while parked
in a lot near the jail in the early morning hours of May 29.

After the alleged assault, Benson took the woman to jail, where she told corrections
officers she had been raped, authorities allege.

Should he be convicted, Benson could face 11 years in prison.

Investigators say Goodwin, Benson’s fellow officer, admitted to investigators Benson
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told him he’d had sex with the woman.

Goodwin’s been placed on paid administrative leave. He hasn’t been charged, but
Redding police have asked the Shasta County District Attorney’s Office to review the
matter.

A person in police custody can’t legally consent to sex with an officer, so prosecutors
are looking into whether Goodwin was obligated to report the incident.

© 2010 Record Searchlight. All rights reserved. This material may not be published,
broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
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Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

theOneafter909  writes:

....the plot thickens and now we need benito's office to work it without
grandstanding on t.v.....

....thank you to this young lady and her family....

....do we know where benson is?....

June 10, 2010
4:35 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

suku  writes:

Sad. Sad, sad sad.

June 10, 2010
4:46 p.m.

Mark insightful

Y2Ksurvivor writes:

Not saying that this particular officer is guilty or not but I feel like police should be

Help us to improve the quality of comments. Earn rewards for contributing
’insightful’ comments.
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judged more harshly for crimes of this nature. There should be actual legal
consequences for abuses of power.
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Mark insightful
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theOneafter909  writes:

....we can only hope Y2, we can only hope....

June 10, 2010
4:54 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

Leo1954 (Inactive) writes:

in response to Get_Jobs:

(This comment was removed by the site staff.)

You are absolutely right that policemen have rights too. The law should work to
protect both it's citizen's and it's law enforcement officers. Although I feel that the
sentencing for officers should be more strict. They should be held to a higher
standard than the average citizen.

As for your statement regarding needed training...if someone needs formal
training in order to understand that rape, or abusing one's authority for personal
gain, is wrong than no amount of training will ever teach them that.
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Mark insightful
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reddingroamer writes:

in response to Get_Jobs:

(This comment was removed by the site staff.)

you cant train some things like character, morals, and scrouples.
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Mark insightful
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Reply to this post

I_Hope_Ur_Kidding#362017 writes:

Wow, i am so sickened by this whole thing that I would like to take the day off of
work just to be at the courthouse on the day he is arraigned, too bad his daddy is
a retired cop because he wont truly get what he deserves. I am definitely not
saying that the Benson family are at all bad people, I am actually quite heartsick
for his mother and what she must be going through, but anyone else would still
be in jail..and if anything the fact that he is law enforcement should be cause for
stricter punishment. As a mother of two little boys I often wonder what could
cause a person to grow into a monster, even when they come from a nice
family? Im sure Mrs. Benson is wondering the same thing. I will be thinking twice
about flirting my way out of a speeding ticket from now on.

June 10, 2010
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Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

suku  writes:

in response to reddingroamer:

you cant train some things like character, morals, and scrouples.

Yes, you can.

But sometimes the training fails.
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sickofit writes:

How about negligent hiring and retention?

June 10, 2010
5:07 p.m.

milkncookies writes:
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in response to Get_Jobs:

(This comment was removed by the site staff.)

This is how it reads:
Goodwin’s been placed on paid administrative leave. He hasn’t been charged,
but Redding police have asked the Shasta County District Attorney’s Office to
review the matter.
I have known Goodwin his entire life and he is a good cop. However, I do believe
he should have reported what he was told by Benson.
Hang in there Matthew.
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5:12 p.m.

Mark insightful
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Whiskey writes:

Man, that Benson dude looks familiar. Especially seeing video of him on the
news this morning. I cant figure out why though- I've never dealt with APD that I
know of.
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theOneafter909  writes:

NEWS FLASH:

....law enforcement report seeing bryan benson speeding on I-5....officers report
not being sure which direction he was headed....
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Mark insightful
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Reply to this post

myers111299 writes:

Goodwin paid administrative leave?? he should be fired! he knew this happend
and did nothing, i also believe he is a field training officer (i may be wrong)not a
good guy for that position, and this does not reflect on the whole anderson
police, i personally know and respect quite a few of them, great people who
would do anything to help when needed.
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Mark insightful
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knothead  writes:

in response to milkncookies:

This is how it reads:
Goodwin’s been placed on paid administrative leave. He hasn’t been
charged, but Redding police have asked the Shasta County District
Attorney’s Office to review the matter.
I have known Goodwin his entire life and he is a good cop. However, I
do believe he should have reported what he was told by Benson.
Hang in there Matthew.

Agree on the fact that this information should have been reported immediately!
Good cop, Maybe? Bad judgment, Definitely! P.S. My blood runs blue.
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Mark insightful
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biggmamajama writes:

in response to Whiskey:

Man, that Benson dude looks familiar. Especially seeing video of him
on the news this morning. I cant figure out why though- I've never dealt
with APD that I know of.

I have been saying this all day! Why do I know this guy?
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anotherjeff writes:

Presumably the police union is fronting the bail and paying the attorney. 
How long does this go on? Throw him to the lions.
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Mark insightful
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theOneafter909  writes:

in response to anotherjeff:

Presumably the police union is fronting the bail and paying the
attorney. 
How long does this go on? Throw him to the lions.

....c'mon, Really?....
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anotherjeff writes:

in response to knothead:

Agree on the fact that this information should have been reported
immediately! Good cop, Maybe? Bad judgment, Definitely! P.S. My
blood runs blue.

That Goodwin and Benson nonchalantly chat about such incriminating behavior,
with Goodwin not even giving it a 2nd thought, makes me wonder whether there
is a major cover-up just by virtue of the prevailing mindset of APD. Hear no evil,
see no evil, hear no evil.

June 10, 2010
6:35 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

knothead  writes:

in response to anotherjeff:

That Goodwin and Benson nonchalantly chat about such incriminating
behavior, with Goodwin not even giving it a 2nd thought, makes me
wonder whether there is a major cover-up just by virtue of the
prevailing mindset of APD. Hear no evil, see no evil, hear no evil.

Glad you agree. Think that you could possibly be reading more into than what is
there. Let's give it a little while to wash itself out. Hope against the cover-up, but?
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Mark insightful
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Stormbringer writes:

I wonder when GOODWIN found out about this one !
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Mark insightful
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anotherjeff writes:

in response to Stormbringer:

I wonder when GOODWIN found out about this one !

"Officer Goodwin said Officer BENSON met with him after booking the VICTIM
into jail and returning to Anderson. Officer Goodwin said Officer BENSON told
him that he had sex with the VICTIM on the way to the jail."
http://media.andersonvalleypost.com/m...
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Mark insightful
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Reply to this post

ElGuapo writes:

What a peice of crap. Throw this loser away. This should enhance the original
possible sentence. You really think she wanted to have sex with you after being
raped? Guarantee more women come forward.

June 10, 2010
7:08 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

anotherjeff writes:

To his credit, Officer GOODWIN, apparently "came clean" during his initial
"interview" (I wonder if a union rep was there?). He could have claimed
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Reply to this post he_didn't_hear_a_thing 5 days ago, and taken his chances.
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Reply to this post

SAGE13 writes:

What a SICK-O !!! Cops are either punks or perverts .... Dang ... This is so true
so dont erase it RS
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wow1234 writes:

in response to I_Hope_Ur_Kidding#362017:

Wow, i am so sickened by this whole thing that I would like to take the
day off of work just to be at the courthouse on the day he is arraigned,
too bad his daddy is a retired cop because he wont truly get what he
deserves. I am definitely not saying that the Benson family are at all
bad people, I am actually quite heartsick for his mother and what she
must be going through, but anyone else would still be in jail..and if
anything the fact that he is law enforcement should be cause for stricter
punishment. As a mother of two little boys I often wonder what could
cause a person to grow into a monster, even when they come from a
nice family? Im sure Mrs. Benson is wondering the same thing. I will be
thinking twice about flirting my way out of a speeding ticket from now
on.

Benson posted bail,You dont get let out of jail because you are a police officer or
the fact you dad is a reired police officer. And whomever posted bail was very
generous.
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Mark insightful
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SAGE13 writes:

in response to Stormbringer:

I wonder when GOODWIN found out about this one !

Ya, his partner must be sick in the head too, bragging about rapeing women. He
should get a harsh punishment also.
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Reply to this post

Stubborn writes:

in response to milkncookies:

This is how it reads:
Goodwin’s been placed on paid administrative leave. He hasn’t been
charged, but Redding police have asked the Shasta County District
Attorney’s Office to review the matter.
I have known Goodwin his entire life and he is a good cop. However, I
do believe he should have reported what he was told by Benson.
Hang in there Matthew.

In my opinion, a good cop, or human being for that matter would use common
sense and report something of this nature without hesitation.
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Reply to this post

Stubborn writes:

in response to milkncookies:

This is how it reads:
Goodwin’s been placed on paid administrative leave. He hasn’t been
charged, but Redding police have asked the Shasta County District
Attorney’s Office to review the matter.
I have known Goodwin his entire life and he is a good cop. However, I
do believe he should have reported what he was told by Benson.
Hang in there Matthew.
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A good cop, or human being for that matter would have reported such an
incident without hesitation. If it wasn't for this woman coming forward, it would
have been an incident simply brushed under the rug by this good cop and the
one he was supervising.

June 10, 2010
7:38 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

knothead  writes:

in response to SAGE13:

Ya, his partner must be sick in the head too, bragging about rapeing
women. He should get a harsh punishment also.

Sage, Sage, Sage- relax a touch. You obviously have some issues with law
enforcement. Having some issues on how to address your posts. Just thought of
it "One bad apple don't spoil the whole bunch girl"! P.S. Not saying you are
totally wrong.

June 10, 2010
7:40 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

csr30 writes:

All I can say is. why did Clay Parker wait for the DNA results to be confirmed
before his department made an arrest? Probaly because he is following the Law.
Why did Benson get arrested before DNA results are confirmed? Also why was
French placed on a 220,000 dollar bond with proven DNA results. But Benson
was placed on a 5000.000 dollar bond with only suspicion of all these charges
with no DNA results. continued on page 2

June 10, 2010
7:42 p.m.

Reply to this post

csr30 writes:

(This comment was removed by the site staff.)

June 10, 2010
7:43 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

csr30 writes:

page 3

Can Benson truly expect a fair and non partial Investigation. Understand that I
am not taking any sides to this story. But as a Chief of Police I do feel that alot of
things are not being looked at and a lot of information is being left out. Goodwin
was interviewed to late in the investigation ( why would you wait 5 days to
questions a officer that is on the same shift of the officer that is in question of
rape.) A Police Officer has a duty to report all felonys if he does not he is in
violation of conduct unbecoming of an officer. Why did Anderson and Redding
Police consenstly state to the news that they are sure someone will come
forward with more alligations on Benson. I feel that this type of statements on the
news is opening the door to alot of false alligations to come forward just to join in
on the law suit. You should only do a investigation on what you have at hand and
not beg the public for more evideance. If more comes forward freely then look at
it. If more does not then you work with what you have. Also lets look at the tire
tracks evideance every department that I know of uses the same tires. Good
Year P225/60R16 run flats on crown vics. Not important what is important is
Departments get contracts with tire companys and purchase the same tires at a
discounted price. This means that if any patrol crown vic drives on a gravel area
they will have as the DA stated "The tires are simular." Of course they are all the
crown vics have the same tires. Just from my Law Enforcement experience This
investigation was poorly investigated and with only one thing at the end. CHIEF
WEB WANTED OFFICER BENSON OUT OF HIS DEPARTMENT......

June 10, 2010
7:44 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

knothead  writes:

in response to colanrat:

(This comment was removed by the site staff.)

To all-Where is staff on this one? Totally ignorant and offensive, not to include
illiterate.
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June 10, 2010
7:50 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

usetobereddingite writes:

Thank you to the lady that came forward, you have been through so much and
reliving any of your nightmare must have been horible all over again. I as well as
many other women appreciate you for standing up for yourself and the other
victim of this piece of crap. Keeping you both in healing thoughts.

June 10, 2010
7:51 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

SAGE13 writes:

in response to knothead:

Sage, Sage, Sage- relax a touch. You obviously have some issues with
law enforcement. Having some issues on how to address your posts.
Just thought of it "One bad apple don't spoil the whole bunch girl"! P.S.
Not saying you are totally wrong.

Umm ya, regular citizens with no record get a DUI for instance get the book
thrown at them, thats what i got a problem with !! These cops KNOW the law and
take advantage of it 11 yrs. this guy might get he deserves 25 to life creep !!

June 10, 2010
8:06 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

thefizz writes:

An attorney from Gold River is probably an insurance attorney. Just look at
him...YUCK!!! He looks like a psycho weasel. If there are more victims out there I
hope ALL of them come forward. I know it's hard, but don't let him get away with
it! For those victims, a short amount of time for what may seem embarrassing
will help put this scum bag away. Rape is not an easy thing to report, but please
don't let it go.

June 10, 2010
8:17 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

USSORION writes:

in response to SAGE13:

What a SICK-O !!! Cops are either punks or perverts .... Dang ... This is
so true so dont erase it RS

What an ignorant statement, but you're right- it should not be erased; it should
remain as a testament to your stupidity. I've worked in law enforcement for ten
years and seen that, as with any line of work, there are people who belong on
the job, and people who don't. Think before you post, or don't post at all.

June 10, 2010
8:36 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

knothead  writes:

in response to knothead:

To all-Where is staff on this one? Totally ignorant and offensive, not to
include illiterate.

Thank You!

June 10, 2010
8:44 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

knothead  writes:

in response to SAGE13:

Umm ya, regular citizens with no record get a DUI for instance get the
book thrown at them, thats what i got a problem with !! These cops
KNOW the law and take advantage of it 11 yrs. this guy might get he
deserves 25 to life creep !!

Sage,DUI is a serious, serious problem. Think the book, pots, pans, toilets and
whatever should be thrown at them! If the officer is found guilty, 25 to life would
be a light sentence in my book!
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June 10, 2010
8:49 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

knothead  writes:

in response to SAGE13:

Umm ya, regular citizens with no record get a DUI for instance get the
book thrown at them, thats what i got a problem with !! These cops
KNOW the law and take advantage of it 11 yrs. this guy might get he
deserves 25 to life creep !!

P.S. Did you call me a creep?

June 10, 2010
8:53 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

mustangsally writes:

Benson is 25 and Goodwin it think is 28. These two are just young punks...
There should be an age requirement for cops, say 35 yrs, to ensure their good
judgment. Barley out of HS and to have this kind of authority!

June 10, 2010
9:29 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

CURVES writes:

in response to I_Hope_Ur_Kidding#362017:

Wow, i am so sickened by this whole thing that I would like to take the
day off of work just to be at the courthouse on the day he is arraigned,
too bad his daddy is a retired cop because he wont truly get what he
deserves. I am definitely not saying that the Benson family are at all
bad people, I am actually quite heartsick for his mother and what she
must be going through, but anyone else would still be in jail..and if
anything the fact that he is law enforcement should be cause for stricter
punishment. As a mother of two little boys I often wonder what could
cause a person to grow into a monster, even when they come from a
nice family? Im sure Mrs. Benson is wondering the same thing. I will be
thinking twice about flirting my way out of a speeding ticket from now
on.

He's out of jail BECAUSE bail was posted. If you had the resources to put of a
half million dollars in assets and fifty thousand dollars cash (which they will never
see again), you too would be out of jail. I'm surprised his bail wasn't set higher
(due to charges and position), but that may be where the "brother's" stuck
together. Whomever came up with this amount of assets and cash in 24 hrs can
easily come up with a few more thousand dollars to send him off to nah nah
land. I'm not always a fan of law in enforcement, but I hope all are not judged by
Benson's actions. His partner that kept his secret for a week should be charged
as an accomplice. How dare he allow his partner and friend to get away with this
(or try to help him). Life for these two young men will never be the same...they
have destroyed their careers, they have disrespected law enforcement, they
have devastated their families, they have cost people THOUSANDS of dollars
and most importantly, they have terrorized one young woman. How stupid can
anyone be????????????

June 10, 2010
9:30 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

mustangsally writes:

in response to mustangsally:

Benson is 25 and Goodwin it think is 28. These two are just young
punks... There should be an age requirement for cops, say 35 yrs, to
ensure their good judgment. Barley out of HS and to have this kind of
authority!

I mean barely out of HS... I am thinking that contacting ALL of the 20 something
females that he has arrested, transported or even responded to in any way,
should be part of this investigation.

June 10, 2010
9:35 p.m.

Mark insightful

theOneafter909  writes:
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Suggest removal

Reply to this post

....m stang sally....not so sure 35 should be the cut-off date....i mean heck, look
at all the old fools out there....we've got a city full of old guys out there playin' the
system....judge starman, president salter, his majesty warren and the knights of
the COR round table....what's the penalty for raping our city....and we're about to
elect "moonbeam" governor....again....

....what's the right age?....

June 10, 2010
9:48 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

theOneafter909  writes:

....old guys hired these thugs....

June 10, 2010
9:50 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

knothead  writes:

in response to CURVES:

He's out of jail BECAUSE bail was posted. If you had the resources to
put of a half million dollars in assets and fifty thousand dollars cash
(which they will never see again), you too would be out of jail. I'm
surprised his bail wasn't set higher (due to charges and position), but
that may be where the "brother's" stuck together. Whomever came up
with this amount of assets and cash in 24 hrs can easily come up with
a few more thousand dollars to send him off to nah nah land. I'm not
always a fan of law in enforcement, but I hope all are not judged by
Benson's actions. His partner that kept his secret for a week should be
charged as an accomplice. How dare he allow his partner and friend to
get away with this (or try to help him). Life for these two young men will
never be the same...they have destroyed their careers, they have
disrespected law enforcement, they have devastated their families,
they have cost people THOUSANDS of dollars and most importantly,
they have terrorized one young woman. How stupid can anyone
be????????????

Don't know about all of your facts, but you are on the right track. As per previous
posts, you can see that we are in agreement on most points. What a shame.
Wonder how it will wash out? Afraid we have many months and many dollars to
be spent. Definitely agreed,"How stupid can anyone be?" P.S. to kidding362017-
flirt your way out of a speeding ticket? You may be part of the problem.

June 10, 2010
9:51 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

theOneafter909  writes:

....time to put up goodwins picture and see if any women recognise him too....

June 10, 2010
10:18 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

mustangsally writes:

in response to theOneafter909:

....m stang sally....not so sure 35 should be the cut-off date....i mean
heck, look at all the old fools out there....we've got a city full of old guys
out there playin' the system....judge starman, president salter, his
majesty warren and the knights of the COR round table....what's the
penalty for raping our city....and we're about to elect "moonbeam"
governor....again....

....what's the right age?....

Your talking about greed, which they teach is wrong in preschool... but I see your
point. You are also talking about elected officials, which often goes hand in hand
with the later. Cops aren't greedy, or they'd be lawyers.
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June 10, 2010
10:18 p.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

soherewego  writes:

This is tragic. Especially for those women who call for help after such an
invasion of their person and soul. It is hard enough for women and victims alike
to come forward to start with. This will only put doubt in the minds of victims that
struggle with making the calling.

June 11, 2010
1:41 a.m.

Mark insightful
Suggest removal

Reply to this post

localmamma002 writes:

all i can say is this bothers me! Like all the background checks and insane
process these people go through and your telling me that they couldn't detect
that this man had issues with authority or sexual aggressions? not sure if i
spelled that all right but im sure you get the drift.. We should all still be aware
that even the good guys can turn bad.. So sad.. I think i am going to go get my
CCW.. Can't trust ANYONE
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